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ABSTRACT:  

The  paper pertains to take off and landing performance  of  an  aircraft or a rocket-powered vehicle. The 

velocity acquired and distance traveled by the aircraft on the runway at any instant of time during take- off 

and during landing are determined considering variation of its weight due to its fuel consumption. Motion 

of the aircraft during take- off with constant thrust and during landing with reversed thrust are dealt with 

and finally during landing by applying thrust equal to drag. 

INTRODUCTION 

Angelo Miele
1
 (1962) framed equations of motion of an aircraft for  take-off and landing performance on 

a horizontal runway and solved them in closed form but without taking into consideration variation of its 

weight due  to fuel consumption. In this design, however small may be the fuel consumption during either 

of the runs variation of  the weight due to  fuel consumption is taken into account  in order to determine 

the velocity attained and distance traveled on the runway.DJ Kettle
2
 described ground performance at 

take- off  and landing. The equations of motion of the aircraft are represented
1
 as  

x� = v    
T−D−�� − �	 v�=0                              (1) 

R−
 + � = 0 

Since in this feature fuel consumption during its travel on the ground is not neglected in tackling motion 

of the aircraft another equation arises: 


� + �� = 0                                          (2) 

where x  denotes the distance described on the horizontal runway ,v the velocity, T the thrust,D the drag, 

W the weight after a run for time t during landing or take- off ,L the lift,R the normal reaction exerted by 

the 

runway,	µ	the	coef�icient	of	friction	,W�	initial	weight	for	take	off/
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landing	, c	the	speci�ic	fuel	consumption and the dot sign a derivative with respect to time t. The 

atmospheric drag
1
 and lift

1
 are respectively : 

D =	)*C,-./*   and  L  =	)*01ρ./*                       (3) 

where	C,	and	C2  are respectively  the drag and lift 

coefficients,	3	456	789	:6;<84=, >	456	96?696;@6	7967	A? the aircraft. 

MOTION ON THE RUNWAY WITH CONSTANT THRUST 

     Initial and boundary conditions are prescribed: 

At time t=0, W=	W�	,			v=0 ,x=0    for take- off, where the distance traveled in time tB	to	take	off	is	xB, whereas 
At time t=0, W=	W�,	v=v2 = touch	down	velocity and  x=0 in the beginning of the landing and on 

completion of landing, ie, at t=	t2, v = 0, 				x = 	xD,					    (4)                                                      

In other words the  distance traveled on the runway in coming to rest in time t2 of landing is x2. Because 

of constant thrust and constant specific fuel consumption, the solution to equation (2) by virtue of the 

initial conditions (4) gives 

W=W� − cTt                                                 (5) 

Since the fuel consumption during movement of the aircraft along the runway for a short time is small 

compared to the fuel intake ,we rule out choosing the instantaneous weight of the aircraft as the 

independent variable for solutions to the governing  differential equations of motion . Combining (1), 

(2),(5) and (3) is obtained 

FGFH		=		 IJKLMN	{PQRSPGKTUVWXYZKRY[\HUKR�J\} 
   Now the term involving t in the denominator of this equation being  small,is neglected in that the fuel 

consumption for this short time is small while the similar term in the numerator is retained without loss of 

sufficient accuracy and generality. Hence 

FGFH= IJKLMN	{PKTUVWXYZKRY[\HUKR�J\}                    � ≤ 1                                

which can be reproduced as 

FGFH=`XaKG\bUKcU                                         (a>v)                                 (6) 

where        k=
*SP	ρdXefKµeg\  ,      h* = 2X PKµIJ

ρdXefKµeg\\ >0     and     b=
IJSP           (6.1) 

Integral of (6) subject to the initial conditions (4) yields take- off velocity vB in terms of the time taken	tB: 
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j FGaKG =Gk	� l j FHbUKcUHk�   

Or, −log(1−-
Nma )=	 B*nlog

nQcmnKcm   = − 
B*nlog

nKcmnQcm           
   tB = b[1 − XnKcmnQcm\q]       
 where any time t during takeoff   is 

     t = b[1 − XnKcnQc\q]                                             (6.2) 

Or   equivalently      vB = a )KX)Ksmt \u)QX)Ksmt \u                    p= B*b, q=1/p              (7) 

The velocity at any time t during its motion on the runway is obtained from (7)  replacing vB	by	v	and	tB	by	t		and	as	such	to	�ind	the	distance x traveled in time t on the runway , one can write 

 

vwvN=v=	a )KX)Ksmt \u)QX)Ksmt \u    = a{ 
*)QX)Ksmt \u – 1}                   (8)  

Integrating which subject to the same initial conitions (4) the distance traveled before leaving the runway 

to take- off is given by 

xB  =a{2j FG)QX)Kxt\u
Nm� − tB} 

Putting  1 − Ga = τ		so	that  τB=1 − Nma   and τ� = 1  at t=0             (9) 

           xB  =a[2y j Fτ)Qτu)
τm − tB]  ;       t≤ y implies τ ≤ 1										X10\ 

For τz ≤ 1, expanding	binomially	one	{|}. 
xB  =a[2y j ∑ X−1\�∞��� X��\��τ)

τm − tB] 

xB=a[b∑ X−1\�∞��� τu��Tz�Q) |τm) − tB]                                                           (11) 

Given some numerical integral values of q or p,the  integral (10) can be evaluated in closed form. The 

distance traveled can be found as a function of velocity using (6) and  initial conditions (4): 

vwvc			=		`HXaKG\nUKHU 		= 	kbXbKcbQc\q cbUKcU											[ because of (6)]                             (12) 
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Or,	xB=kbj XbKcbQc\q cvcbUKcU											cm� ( By integrating by parts)                   (13) 

            =
K`a*n�{vBXbKcmbQcm\q − j XbKcbQc\qdvcm� }                               

Because,    j XbKcbQc\q vcbUKcU 		= 	 K)*bqj FX������\�FH dv		cm� =	 K)*bq XbKcbQc\q					cm�  

Hence, while tackling integral (13) by parts choosing v as the first form and 

	XbKcbQc\q vcbUKcU  as the second form is justified to arrive at the result((13) 

xB=	 `a*n�[IB-vBXbKcmbQcm\q]                                                            (14) 

where					IB = j XbKcbQc\qdv		 = 		 j X *bbQc− 1\qdv			cm� 	cm� which can be recast as 

		IB = j X*b� \q �1 − �*b�q du														nQcmn                (15) 

with substitution  u=a+v<2a because of (11). So expanding binomially in equation (17), we get 

		IB = � X2au \q�X−1\�< � pXp − 1\Xp − 2\… . . Xp − r + 1\X u2a\�
∞

��� du													
nQcm
n  

		IB=[∑ XK)\���X�K�Q)\X*b\��� pXp − 1\Xp − 2\… . . Xp − r + 1\Xu\�KqQ)∞��� ]ncmQb     (16)       

Applying the similar treatment as above and the initial conditions (4) we can find the duration of motion 

of the aircraft on the runway after landing with reversal thrust or holding the thrust to drag at all times. 

The governing equations of motion for landing performance with reversed constant thrust are obtained by 

replacing T by−T in the denominator (6): 

vNvc			 = KXIJKLMN\	{PQTUVWXefKµeg\cUQR�J\}     =
K`XaKG\vUQHU                 (17) 

where   d* = *XPQR�J\VWXYZKRY[\HU	 but b and k have the same values as for take-off. 

In consequence of the initial conditions (4), solution to (17) turns out to be 

Log(1− Na\ = 	 Bv XtanK)�� −tanK)�g� )  =− Bv XtanK)�g�  −tanK)��)               Xv2 > /) 

Or,t=b{1 − eKm�XNb��T�g� KNb��T��	\	}     (18)                                   

Duration of landing	t2 is obtained by putting v=0 in the above equation; 
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Log(1 − Nga \ = KBv tanK)�g�                                                                  

Or,	t2 = bX1 − e�m� Nb��T�g� \)                                               (19)  

From equation (18) velocity v can be expressed in terms of t so that 

Log(1− Na\ = 	 Bv XtanK)�� −tanK)�g� ) =
Bv tanK)

�			�	 �	�g�T��			�	 .�g�  

Or, 

�			�	K	�g�)Q�			�	 .�g� = tan	{vB Log �1 − Na�} 
t=b(1−em�XNb��T��	KNb��T�g� \ =b (1−e	Km�Nb��T�g� . em�Nb��T��	\																		(20)) 

c			v	 {1 − cgv tan �vB Log �1 − Na�� = cgv + tan	{vB Log �1 − Na�}	  
Or,    v= 

vw			vN	 = d cgQFNb�	{�m2� �)Kst�}{vKcg Nb���m2� �)Kst��     = d. cgKFNb�	
�sm¡vQcg Nb��sm¡                   (20.1) 

 For	Na 	≪ 1, are	neglected  the square and other higher powers of 
vN	B£ 	in	logarithmic  expansion in 

equation(20); one gets (For example log(1−Y)=	−y where y<<1).Now 

v= 
vw			vN	 =     =  ( 

vUcg\ �g� L�¤s�¡mK¤¥�s�¡m��gL�¤s�¡mQ¤¥�s�¡m                                                   (21)                                                                                                               

vw			vN	 =bk 
X �¡mL�¤s�¡mK �U¡m�g¤¥�s�¡m��gL�¤s�¡mQ¤¥�s�¡m  =bk 	 

Integrating(21)  subject to the initial conditions(4) we get landing distance covered in time t: 

x=bk logXcos Nv£B+ cgv sin Nv£B\                                        (22) 

We can also express distance x in terms of velocity v and hence 

Eliminating t between (17) and (18) ,one gets 

vwvc			 = KB¦cvUQcU em�Nb��T§�                                                     (23) 

where  A=yeKm�Nb��T�g�  
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Integrating(23)by parts and using the initial and boundary conditions (4),we find the distance x2	travelled 

before coming to rest on the runway: 

x2	 = B¦* {em�Nb��T§�log	Xd* + /*\|�H[ −kI2}                                       (24) 

where I2 = j em�Nb��T§� D� 	XvUQHU\vUQHUcg� dv                                        (25) 

To evaluate integral (25) let us put tanK) v̈ = z	 so that v=dtanz, 

 v2 = dtanz2 and dv=dsec*zdz                                                     (26) 

Then      I2 = *vj {logXd	secz\}emª�«g� dz					                  (27) 

=
*	D� vB ¬em�«g − 1 − 2I2)           logXd	secz\ = log d + log secz 

where  I2) =  j {logX	cosz\}eλ««g� dz		; 	λ = Bv                                           (28) 

Integral (28) can be tackled by term-by- term integration after expanding logcosz in infinite series. 

Therefore let us begin with 

Log{(1+|*¯°\\X1 + eK*¥θ\\}=log(2+e*¥θ + eK*¥θ\ 
Interchanging the sides and expanding in logarithmic series, 

Log(2+2cos2θ\= Log (1+e*¥θ\\ + LogX1 + eK*¥θ\\ 
log(4�±.*Θ\ = e*¥θ + ²³´θ* + ²µ´θ¶ +⋯add	in�inity + eK*¥θ + ²K³´θ* + ²�µ´θ¶ +⋯add	in�inity 

2log2+2logcosθ = e*¥θ + eK*¥θ + ²³´θQ²�³´θ* + ²µ´θQ²�µ´θ¶ -….    add infinity   

Or,   logcosθ = −log2 + cos2θ+ L�¤¸θ* + L�¤¹θ¶   + L�¤ºθ¸  ….             add	∞						X29\               
Replacing θ	by	z	in	X29\and	then	combining	with	X28\one	gets 
I2) =  j [−eλ«log2 + ∑ )� Xcos2rz∞��) \eλ«]«g� dz	 
=½1 − eλ«g¾Xlog2\/λ+∑ ²λªgXλL�¤*�«gQQ*�¤¥��«g\Kλ�XλUQ¸�U\∞		��)                  (30) 

LANDING WITH THRUST EQUAL TO DRAG  
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In the light of the foregoing analysis ,if the thrust is equated to the drag(T=D), with due approximation  

variation of the weight due to fuel consumption is neglected  with a view to finding only velocity and 

distance without sacrifice more or less accuracy coupled with controlled maneuvering of the aircraft. 

Hence  the relevant equation is 

vNvc			 = KIJ	R{IJKTUegρdcU\     =  
K*IJ	R{*IJKegρdcU\      

Or, 
vNvc			 =   

K*IJ	Regρd{U¿JÀgρÁKcU\                         X2W� > C2ρSv*\  (31)                 

Integrating L.H.S. with respect to t from 0 to t and R.H.S. with respect to v from	v2	to	v	are	obtained  

t=
)*	RÃ *�JegVÄ log	{¬Ã*

ÅJÀgÆÇKc¬Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQc
Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg}                                             (32) 

which exhibits time t as an explicit function of velocity v .We can also express v in terms of time t: 

XÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKc\XÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇQc\  =		
Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇKcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇQcg 	|X* Nµ/Ã

*�JegVÄ\                                        (33) 

Or,  
Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇH 	=	)Q	È	²XUÉsµ/ÃU¿JÀgρÊ\)K	È	²XUÉsµ/ÃU¿JÀgρÊ\						Or, v =	vwFG ={(Ã2 �JegVÄ	\ )K	È	²XUÉsµ/Ã

U¿JÀgρÊ\)Q	È	²XUÉsµ/ÃU¿JÀgρÊ\  }         (34)                                      

where     B =	 Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇKcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇQcg			  <1                                                                               (34.1) 

To facilitate integration of (34),we rearrange the same in the form 

vwFG = v=	Ã2 �JegVÄ	\{1 − *	È	²XUÉsµ/ÃU¿JÀgρÊ\)Q	È	²XUÉsµ/ÃU¿JÀgρÊ\}  
which is solved applying the initial conditions(4): 
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x=[¬Ã2 �JegVÄ	 {t − ) µÃ2 �JegVÄ log )Q	È	²XUÉsµ/Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ\)QË }]                       (35)  

=2 �JegVÄ	µ {)* log ¬Ã*
ÅJÀgÆÇKc¬Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQc

Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg − log 
)Q	È	²

ÌÍÉ
ÎÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��Ð
ÎÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��Ð

ÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��g
ÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��g

)QË }   

=2 �JegVÄ	µ {)* log ¬Ã*
ÅJÀgÆÇKc¬Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQc

Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg − log    

)Q	ÎÏU
ÅJÀgÆÇ��Ð

ÎÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��Ð

)QÎÏU
ÅJÀgÆÇ��gÐ

ÎÏU ÅJÀgÆÇ��gÐ

}      =
�JegVÄ	µ {log ¬Ã*

ÅJÀgÆÇKc¬Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQc
Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg − 2log 

Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇQc } 

=
�JegVÄ	µ log{ ¬Ã*

ÅJÀgÆÇKc¬Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQc
Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcgÎ

Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÐ
*} 

x=	 �JegVÄ	µ log ¬
ÅJÀgÆÇKcUÅJÀgÆÇKcgU                                                            (36) 

The velocity−distance	relationship	X36\	can	also be established directly by using equation (31) in a 

simple manner: 

vNvc			 vwvN			 		=   
K*IJc	Regρd{U¿JÀgρÁKcU\       

     
vwvc			 =  

K*IJc	Regρd{U¿JÀgρÁKcU\     
which is integrated within the limits :v from v2 to v and x from o to x to obtain the same result as (36); 

  x=	 �JegVÄ	µ {log ¬
ÅJÀgÆÇKcUÅJÀgÆÇKcgU }                                                      (37)                                         
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The time tL taken  by the aircraft to come to rest and the corresponding distance	xL traversed are 

respectively obtained from  equation(34) and (37): 

 BeX2gtµ/Ã*IJegρ¤\ 	= 1		 
0r,       tL  = )* µÃ*IJegρ¤ log )È    =

)*	RÃ*IJegρ¤ log Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg			               
)È > 1            (38)     Or		xL = �JegVÄ . )	R 

log

ÅJÀgÆÇÅJÀgÆÇKcgU                                            (39) 

EVALUATION OF FUEL CONSUMPTI0N           

 To compute the fuel consumption during landing run with the thrust held equal to the drag we need to 

rewrite equation (2) with (34) so that 

 	vIvN = −cD = − L*C,ρSv*                            (40.1) 

Or,	vIvN = − L* C,ρS[XÃ2 �JegVÄ	\{1 − *	È	²
UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ

)Q	È	²
UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ

}]	* (40.2) 

which is integrated using the initial conditions (4) to find fuel spent in time t. Letting  , z = 1 + 	B	e
UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ                              

(41) 

 equation (40) reduces to the form:                                                            

 
vIv« v«vN = −c efegW�X*K«« \*       and  

v«vN=B
* µ
ÃU¿JÀgρÊ

	e
UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ  = * µ

ÃU¿JÀgρÊ
Xz − 1\                                                            

vIv« = −c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ* µ X*K«« \* )X«K)\  = −c efegW� Ã

U¿JÀgρÊ* µ {«UK¸X«K)\«UX«K)\ } 
(From (40) 1< 1+B≤z) 

Or,		vIv« =	−c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ* µ { )X«K)\− «̧U}  <0      (42) 
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 which obviously implies that as z  increases ,ie, time elapses, weight of the aircraft decreases because of 

fuel consumption.                                        

Initially at t=0, from (41)  z=1+B, W=W� .Hence Solution to(42) yields  

W= W� − c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ* µ { 4(

)Õ − ))QÈ\ + log «K)È }                            {43) 

W� −W = c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ µ { *ÈX)K	²

UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ		\

X)QÈ	²
UÉsµ
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	\	X)QÈ\

+  Nµ
ÃU¿JÀgρÊ

}  [By use of (41)]           ( 44) 

which  gives the fuel consumption at any instant of time during run on the runway.  Replacing  t by tL	in		equation		X44\ given by equation (38) one gets the fuel consumption 	on the runway till the aircraft 

stops or in other words the fuel consumption during landing is 

∈= c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ µ { ÈK)	ÈQ)+ )* log )È}         (45) 

Substituting for B from equation (34.1) is obtained 

∈= c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ µ {− 

cgÃU¿JÀgρÊ	+
)* log Ã* ÅJÀgÆÇQcgÃ* ÅJÀgÆÇKcg				} = c efegW� Ã

U¿JÀgρÊ µ {− 
cgÃU¿JÀgρÊ	+

)* log
)Q �g

ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	)K		 �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	

	} 

= c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ µ {− 

cgÃU¿JÀgρÊ	+ X
cgÃU¿JÀgρÊ	+ Ù

ÚÛ �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	Ü

ÝÞ
ß

¶	 + Ù
ÚÛ �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	Ü

ÝÞ
à

á	 …+ ∞}  Expanding in logarithmic series,we get 

∈ = c efegW� Ã
U¿JÀgρÊ µ {

Ù
ÚÚÚ
ÚÛÙÚ
Û �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	Ü

ÝÞ
ß

¶	 + Ù
ÚÛ �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÊ	Ü

ÝÞ
à

á	 …+ ∞
âãã
ä
ããå > 0      (46)           

We can also evaluate the fuel consumption in terms of velocity with the help of equations (31) and (40): 
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vIvc = −�. )* C,ρSv*. vNvc = efeg 
SIJcU	R{U¿JÀgρÁKcU\   = 

efeg  . 
SIJ{K¬U¿JÀgρÁKcUQ U¿JÀgρÁ}}	R{U¿JÀgρÁKcU\    

Or, 
vIvc ==−	� efeg 	 .IJ µ {1 − U¿JÀgρÁ}XU¿JÀgρÁKcU\}                    (47) 

Integrating (47) :v from v2 to v and W from W�	toW,we	get 
W−W� 

= −	� efeg IJ µ {v − v2 + *IJegρd} )
*ÃU¿JÀgρÁ

log	{ÎÃU¿JÀgρÁKcÃU¿JÀgρÁQc\Ð X
ÃU¿JÀgρÁQcgÃU¿JÀgρÁKcg\}             (48) 

( Expanding in logarithmic series is obtained) 

=−	� efeg IJ µ {v − v2 +Ã*IJegρd )* {logÎÃ
U¿JÀgρÁKcÃU¿JÀgρÁQc\Ð + logÎ

ÃU¿JÀgρÁQcgÃU¿JÀgρÁKcgÐ} 

=−	� efeg IJ µ [v − v2 +Ã*IJegρd . )*ælogÎ1 − c
ÃU¿JÀgρÁ

Ð − logÎ1 + c
ÃU¿JÀgρÁ

Ðç 

+Ã*IJegρd . )* {logÎ1 + cgÃU¿JÀgρÁ
Ð − logÎ1 − cgÃU¿JÀgρÁ

Ð}] 
Hence the fuel consumption at any instant of time of its travel on the runway is given by 

W� −W = c efeg IJ µ [v − v2 −Ã*IJegρd {X c
ÃU¿JÀgρÁ

+
X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\ß
¶ +

X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\à
á +…+infinity} 

+Ã*IJegρd { cgÃU¿JÀgρÁ
+
X �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\ß
¶ +

X �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\à
á +…+infinity}] 

=	c efeg IJ µ  {−Ã*IJegρd X
X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\ß
¶ +

X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\à
á +…+infinity) 
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+Ã*IJegρd X
X �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\ß
¶ +

X �g
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\à
á +……+infinity)} 

Or,	W� −W =	c efeg IJ µ   Ã*IJegρd {−X
X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\ß
¶ +

X �
ÏU¿JÀgρÁ

\à
á +…+infinity) 

+X
X vL

Ï 2W0
CLρS

\3
3

+
X vL

Ï 2W0
CLρS

\5
5

+……+infinity)}              (48) 

gives the fuel consumption at any instant of time t  or in other words when it acquires velocity v during its 

movement  on the runway. How ever, the fuel  

consumption	∈ on the runway till it stops  is obtained  by putting  v=0 in the above equation: 

  ∈= c
CD

CL

W0

gµ
  Ã 2W0

CLρS
{
X vL

Ï 2W0
CLρS

\3
3

+
X vL

Ï 2W0
CLρS

\5
5

+……+infinity\} >0       (49) 

After all, it is ratified that (46) and (49) represent the same equation. 

    CONCLUSION 

Study of aircraft motion on the runway for take off and landing is significant for its own sake. During 

landing performance, however small may be the fuel consumption, the same is taken into consideration in 

order to determine velocity, distance covered on the runway as well as duration of landing. The rate of 

fuel consumption with constant /reversal constant thrust is uniform. The foregoing analysis indicates that 

greater is the touchdown velocity, greater is the fuel consumption for travel on the runway. Since the 

aircraft has to come to rest after completion of its journey on the runway with any of constant thrust 

,constant reversal thrust and thrust equal to drag, retarded motion of the vehicle ,caused by atmospheric  

drag and runway road friction takes place. 
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